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Introduction
● If you are here, most likely you have attended the first part of this lab…
● ...or, you already have some experience with machine learning (ML)
● We assume you have a basic knowledge of python, and that you know the
meaning of training and testing the performances of a neural network (if not,
ask)
● In this lab, we will apply machine learning techniques to solve one high-energy
physics problem
● This presentation is just a quick overview: you will find very detailed explanations
in the exercise’s notebooks
● We have organized a ML challenge
● Everybody is welcome to participate: rules explained in the next slides
● The winners of the challenge will present their solution at the poster session!
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Particle physics in a nutshell
● The Standard Model of particles is our
present knowledge of the microscopic
world
● It describes the matter constituents
(quarks and leptons) and their
interactions (mediated by bosons)
● Most recent success: discovery of the
Higgs boson in 2012 by ATLAS and CMS
experiments at LHC (Geneva)
● But some questions are still open!
● We are trying to answer with precision
measurements and searching for “new
physics”...
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Starting from the top
● Top quark is the heaviest known particle
(mass of 172.5 GeV)
● Very short lifetime (10-25 seconds): we can
only see its decay products
● Discovered in 1995 at D0 and CDF
experiments at Fermilab (Chicago)
● Key particle to searches for new physics
beyond the Standard Model and to
precision measurements
● Most challenging (and interesting) top
quark decay: “hadronic”
t → W b → q q’ b

In this example, q and q’ are a
down and an up quark
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How to find a top quark (I)
1. Produce it → take an hadron collider, LHC
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How to find a top quark (II)
1. Produce it → take an hadron collider, LHC
2. Detect its decay products → take a detector,
such as CMS, that reconstructs the energy and
position of each particle
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How to find a top quark (III)
1. Produce it → take an hadron collider, LHC
2. Detect its decay products → take a detector,
such as CMS, that reconstructs the energy and
position of each particle
3. Combine the reconstructed particles in higher
level objects → use dedicated “jet” algorithms
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How to find a top quark (IV)

https://arxiv.org/abs/1011.2268

1. Produce it → take an hadron collider, LHC
2. Detect its decay products → take a detector,
such as CMS, that reconstructs the energy and
position of each particle
3. Combine the reconstructed particles in higher
level objects → use dedicated “jet” algorithms
4. Distinguish top decay products from background
events → use your physical knowledge to
understand the differences
https://arxiv.org/abs/1011.2268
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How to find a top quark (V)
1. Produce it → take an hadron collider, LHC
2. Detect its decay products → take a detector,
such as CMS, that reconstructs the energy and
position of each particle
3. Combine the reconstructed particles in higher
level objects → use dedicated “jet” algorithms
4. Distinguish top decay products from background
events → use your physical knowledge to
understand the differences
5. Improve results with machine learning taggers!
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Why is top tagging complicated? (I)
● Due to the nature of strong interaction, quarks
do not travel free
From quarks to jets
● They are forced to be "confined" into hadrons
("combination" of quarks that is neutral under
the strong interaction)
● Quarks are not detected as single isolated
particles, but as a jet of particles
● Jet algorithms are able to cluster together the
particles coming from a quark
● Designed such in a way that the momentum of
the clustered jet is proportional to the initial
energy of the quark
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Why is top tagging complicated? (II)
● Producing top quarks is “difficult”
● Top quark production is a relatively
“rare” phenomenon (top quark
production has a small cross-section)
● Other processes initiated by strong
interaction (QCD) occur way more often
● They produce lighter quarks (up, down,
strange, ...)
● They look similar to top quarks and they
happen enormously more often
● Fighting against this background is a
huge challenge!

Interesting event
Signal
Rare event

Uninteresting
Background
Frequent event
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Physically motivated approach:
jet substructure
● Very intuitive idea:
○ top quark decays produce 3 quarks
○ strong interaction process involves
(usually) 1 quark
● n-subjettiness: distinguishes how many
"sub-jets" are included in a jet
○ Top → 3-pronged jet
○ QCD → 1-pronged jet
● Jet invariant mass is also a good
discriminator
● These properties can be learned by ML
approaches!

Top → 3-pronged

QCD → 1-pronged
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Machine learning formulation
● We must solve a binary classification
problem
● class 0: background (QCD)
● class 1: signal (top)

signal

background

● We can use jet constituents as inputs
● We must build a good architecture:
● capture the important details
● not over complicated (reasonable
training times)
● able to generalize (no overfitting)
● good performances (ROC curve)
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Fully Connected Neural Networks
● Very generic structures, that can
be applied in many different
classification problems
● Excellent as a starting point
● Sometimes they provide (too)
many weights
● They can be quite inefficient

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1704.02124.pdf
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TopTagging_1: jet constituents
● You will use the 4-momenta of the particles clustered into jets as input
features of your network
● E, px, py, pz of 200 jet constituents are stored in pandas DataFrames
● Constituents are sorted by their transverse momentum (the fist
constituents is the most energetic)
● A flag (1 for top events, 0 for background) is kept for each jet. It is called
“is_signal_new”
● The starting point is a fully connected architecture but you can try
something else
● You will be guided to understand the data content, to evaluate
performances and to understand the meaning of a ROC curve
● You will find some hints to improve your results
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Convolutional Neural Networks

● Used in technology for image
recognition
● Basic idea: filters reduce the size
of the input image,
“summarizing” the important
features of a picture
● Network learns the elements of
the filters
● Filters operate as matrices
multiplications
● Designed to detect edges or
particular patterns
● First we need to “transform” jets
into images!
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TopTagging_2: jet images (I)
● Shape of CMS detector → a cylinder
● The cylindrical surface can be unrolled along
the radial and the longitudinal coordinates
● This surface, that will be a rectangle, can
then be divided into "pixels".
● The particle energy deposits can be
converted into "colour intensities" within
each pixel
● The more dense and the more energetic the
particles, the more color density in one
particular pixel
● We will work in b&w

https://arxiv.org/abs/1612.01551
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TopTagging_2: jet images (II)
https://arxiv.org/abs/1612.01551

● The energy deposits of
the jets constituents are
transformed into
"intensities" of a 2D black
and white image
signal ● Image recognition
algorithms can be applied
to a high-energy physics
problem!
background
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TopTagging_2: jet images (III)
● How does one jet
image look like?
● They are rather
sparse
● Can you tell
which one is
signal and which
one is
background?
● …not easy!
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TopTagging_2: jet images (III)
● The 4-momenta of the particles clustered into jets are transformed into
40x40 pixelated images
● The content of these 1600 pixels are stored as columns in a pandas
DataFrame
● A flag (1 for top events, 0 for background) is kept for each jet. It is called
“is_signal_new”
● This time you will be using convolutional neural networks and more
advanced concepts (such as pooling)
● You will be guided to understand and visualize the jet images, to evaluate
performances and to understand the meaning of a ROC curve
● You will find some hints to improve your results
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Instructions (I)
● Exercises are provided in jupyter notebooks
● The environment is set into Amazon Web Services (China version – expect
differences in EU, USA, Japan, Korea, … )
● We provide a large data sample for training and testing your network
● We will use Keras and Tensorflow machine learning libraries
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Instructions (II)
● Save the pem-key (hkwas.pem) you received via mail and take note of the
machine name
● On your computer:
chmod 400 hkwas.pem
ssh -S tmp -i hkwas.pem ec2-user@AWS_MACHINE_NAME.amazonaws.com -L
localhost:1087:localhost:8888

● On AWS (Amazon Web Service)
cd exercise
jupyter notebook

● You will get a link to copy and paste in your browser for accessing the
notebook (you might need to modify the localhost number)
● AWS are temporary machines. Everything will disappear at the end of the
exercise. scp everything you want to keep to a safe place!
● Windows user? See backup slides
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Scoring performances
● Performance measurement for binary
classification: receiver operating
characteristic curve, or ROC curve
● It compares how often the network
predicts a signal outcome, when the
input is signal (true positive rate) vs
how often the network predicts a signal
outcome, when the input is background
(false positive rate)
● The higher the area under roc curve
(AUC), the better the performance of
the classifier

Model 2 is doing better!
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Public dataset and top scores
● Data used in these exercises are
public and available here: https://
goo.gl/XGYju3
● They are currently used to compare
different top taggers result → you
are playing with a real ML problem!
● If you get an AUC larger than 0.98,
please let us know! You deserve a
publication!
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1902.09914.pdf
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Challenge rules
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

You can participate as a single participant or as a team
The winner is the one scoring the best AUC in the challenge test sample
In the notebooks, you will find some lines of code for preparing an output zip file,
containing your model and the weights you obtained out of your training
Choose a meaningful name for your result zip file (i.e. your name, or your team name)
Download the zip file and upload it here: https://desycloud.desy.de/index.php/s/
n38qi4eGdgKWLTQ
You can submit multiple results, paying attention to name them accordingly (add the
version number, such as v1, v34, etc.)
You can use both TopTagging_1 or TopTagging_2 as a starting point (train over
constituents or over images)
We will consider your best result for the final score
The winner(s) will be asked to present his/her architecture

Deadline for submission: today at 17.00!
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Challenge rules
● The most important rules:

Don’t be afraid to ask questions!
Learn as much as you can!
Have fun!
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Backup slides
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Unix settings
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Windows settings
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